
GREATER LAWRENCE TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

57 River Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810 
 

PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

MEETING MINUTES 

October 18, 2018 
 

A meeting of the Greater Lawrence Technical School Program Advisory Committee was held on 

Thursday, October 18, 2018, at Greater Lawrence Technical School. 

 

The following members were in attendance: 

 

Facilitator: Richard Zaker CTE Program: HVAC/R 

Recorder:  Elizabeth Stewart-Miranda  

and Matt Bausemer 

 

Materials Manager: Richard Zaker  

Dialogue Monitor: Chris Lynch  

Timekeeper: Joe Savino  

  

Faculty Present  

Matt Bausemer  

Richard Zaker  

Joe Savino  

Chris Lynch  

Elizabeth Stewart-Miranda.  

  

Advisors Present Name of Business / Population Represented 

Barbara Lagergren The Gould Construction Institute 

Austin Poirier Breen and Sullivan 

Berry, Allen Berry Mechanical 

Hayes, Patrick Student 

Lanouette, David Hussmann Refrigeration 

Shiner, Kevin National Mechanical 

Villenevue, Rob Hussmann Refrigeration 

Guest Present  

Julie Kelliher Gould Construction Institute 

 

REPORT OF OLD BUSINESS 

Agenda Item #1:  Call to Order 

a. Welcome/Introductions Introduced Mr Lynch our new grade 10 instructor 

i. Introductions and then a tour of the shop. 

1. Shop now has 80 student members.   (80+ students selected shop) 

2. Verified community members have submitted a “membership packet” 

Status report:  Introduced instructors Matt Bausemer, Joe Savino and Mr. Lynch who spoke 

about his background. 



Agenda Item #2 Verification of committee members’ contact information, phone numbers and 

emails. 
a. Please verify email address for each member.   

b. Please distribute and collect information sheets for new members and members with pending 

paperwork.  Please return the paperwork to Sue Ouellette. 

c. Solicit representation for all representative populations listed on the Program Advisory 

             membership forms.  

Status Report:  

a. Email Addressed have been verified for each member.  

b. Mr Zaker asked for outstanding forms, three members returned paperwork.  

c. Mr Zaker asked for members to review representative populations. Union representation 

was updated. 

 

Agenda Item  #3: Minutes 

a. Mr Zaker Review minutes from April 6, 2018, and voice comments, questions, or 

concerns (Minutes are posted on the GLTS website). 

1. Reviewed attendance from the last meeting. 

2. Last meeting started at 5:30 (today we start at 5:45) 

3. Reviewed previous minutes from previous meeting.  These are usually posted on 

the GLTS website.  They are currently down due to a change of format of the glts 

website. 

4. Last year, asked the committee if proceedings could be recorded. That motion 

was passed last year.  

5. Notes from last year also indicated the need for a new teacher to replace an 

instructor who retired.  As such, a new hire was made over the summer and we 

now have a new HVAC 10th grade teacher. Mr. Lynch was approved for employ. 

6. Ivan Quinchia stepped down from the advisory council and a new member was 

also sought after. A report was made to the general advisory. Mr. Zaker was able 

to go with Ivan and reported on what was discussed during the HVAC advisory 

meeting.  They voiced the need for the program to continue and to progress into 

the future.  This meeting generally occurs in January.  Mrs. Gallagher was asked 

to replace Ivan and she will continue in this roll for this year. 

7. Mr. Savino was added last year as a fourth instructor. As such, we had 12 first 

place picks for this shop, 29 second, 38 second, total of 84.  At this point last 

year, there were 11 seniors of which 5 were on co-op. 

8. Last year looked at facility with a hope for an increase in storage space.   

9. Shop is capped at 24 students per grade level.   

10. Heating portion of lab is likely too small for projected students.  There’s also not 

enough space for the students in central cooling training. And, students need 

more independent work space.  Need a capital project to increase classroom 

spacing.  Budget proposals were submitted to Mr. Zaker, motion for a capital 

proposal to storage, the motion was accepted.   

11. Finally, discussed curriculum to see if there are 3rd party assessments or 

endorsements that should be included All juniors would receive the EPA exam in 



the 4th quarter. This will repeat this year. OSHA10 training was to occur in 10th 

grade.  This is required for co-op as it is a prerequisite.  Heartworks(sp?) training 

was suggested to be added to the curriculum.  It was felt this should be a 

requirement at all construction shops at GLTS.Arcflash (sp?) training was also 

brought up again as being included into the curriculum. The rubber arcflash 

gloves would accumulate a significant cost over time, so suggested to get a pair 

and cover suits for training purposes only. 

12. 2018-2019 SY budget was to be level funded. School is reviewing and 

prioritizing all budget requests in the Spring. This will be reported on tonight. 

Needs to reflect leveling in response to money per student in the shop. 

13. Co-op education trends: who makes those business decisions to place a student 

with you? How many advisors are co-op employers?  What are the biggest 

challenges you find from co-op students? (Response: young people seem to need 

entertainment at all times. This is unrealistic, employees need to be productive) 

What concepts or skills should we work on to increase student employability. 

14. Annual Awards Night: Sought donations to be given as rewards.   Received 

donations from 9 vendors.   Looked for a donation in memory of Ron. 

15. Safety committee: Seeking out safety training or equipment to train students in 

the shop. Gloves for ductwork, Arcwork training, acetylene-based training. 

Motion: Barbara Lagergren motioned to accept 

2nd Motion: David Lanouette 

Vote: Unanimous, Motion Carried 

 

 

NEW BUSINESS 

Agenda Item #4: CTE Program Facilities Review 

a. Review shop facilities and equipment.   
i. Are there any safety concerns?   

ii. Should we be looking at replacing any equipment within the next 5 years?  

1. If yes, is there a specific manufacturer or model that we should request for 

equipment recommended? 

iii. Is the program equipped with equipment and supplies that will support preparing 

students for entry into the industry? 

Status Report:  

Safety Concerns: The committee had no safety concerns at this time 

Equipment: No Major equipment replacements 

Program equipment and supplies 

  Are there any thoughts after reviewing the facility? 

  

Recommendations: 

1. What about brazing? Do you spend time on that?(kevin) It would nice to have kids working on 

that for work on compressors. 95% of what I learned was in the field so it would be nice to have  

kids come from the voc with that information already. Kids need to be able to work a 

compressor that is the size of a softball. 

- We do, a bit early on with small pipe.  At the end of the time, anyone can braze ⅜ pipe.  

The skill comes in to 2 inch pipe. Sophomores built accumulators and received outs of 2 

⅛ and 2 ⅜ pipe made of copper.  Due to expense, could not really do more than that. 



- Maybe we can come up with something to get more practice running pipe.  Perhaps we 

could cut made fittings out and have the kids use the same pipe again.  They could also 

do some purging as well.   We need to work on more technique on the larger end since 

we already work on the skills on the smaller end.  

- Some kids are making saddles and brazing them on right now for some skill building. 

- In exploratory, they make a “frankenstein” pipe as well as an electrical project. 

- As an award, in 9th grade, the kids can do piping projects. 

- We should also work towards doing some more oxy-acetyline training.  

- Kids did get practice when constructing the receiver tanks. Kids also get some practice 

with split copper pipes that Zaker has the students braze over to patch them back 

together.  He also has the students work on nesting.  

- We also have a Aluminum solder alloy that works very well.  It gives them a skill that 

gives them a leg up on other trade guys who are fearful of working with it. 

- We need to work on real life skills on a small scale so that kids can be flexible to work 

in a variety of work-size work environments.  A student can fake working a supermarket 

system, but not a self-enclosed case. 

Do you work with steel? 

- We tried, but we bought an imitation steel to teach with.  

- Used silver solder as well as an Aluminum flux (822) 

- Had a kid fix a microchannel in a micro-unit coil. Kid left with a marketable trade skill.  

Big deal because coils aren’t kept in stock and may have to be transported cross country 

to receive one.  

We also see a weakness in controls. Kids need to be able to trouble-shoot as problems arise. 

- Mr Sabino and Lynch are both very strong in training for this. Better quality students 

should be exiting our program with those skills. Hopscotch skills.   

- Need to be able to handle a fluke meter. Kids are being trained on fluke 175s, which are 

clamp meters.  Hussman has a fluke 179.  Found they could also be used as an amp 

meter. 

- We should re-double our efforts with meters since there cannot be “too much” when it 

comes to meter training. 

- Right now, to take care of a real estate problem, Mr. Sabino has two sets up in a given 

booth for the kids to get meter expertise.   

2.   Safety Credentials:  

1. Incorporate Hot Works certification  

 

Motion: No Motion at this time-On going discussion 

 

 

Agenda Item #5:  Curriculum  
1. Is there any new technology or techniques that we should be teaching our students? 

2. What safety credentials, if any, are required to work in this industry? Please specify what 

credentials are required and which are recommended.  

 

Status Report:   
1. No new technology or techniques discussed at this time. 

 

2. Safety Certifications: Hot Works Certification New requirement in the State of Mass. Osha 10 is a 

requirement and provided by GLTS. OSHA is required by most of our employers. 

 

Recommendation:  Hot Works Certification 

 



Motion: No Motion at this time-On going discussion 

 

 

Agenda Item #6 Equipment/Budget 

1. Review SY18/19 Budget 

a. Is the current school years budget inclusive of equipment and supplies recommended by 

the SY17/18 Advisory Program Committee?  

i. If not, what recommendations are to be included in the SY19/20 budget.  

 

Status Report:  1) Review budget: 

Mr Zaker review the 2018-19 Budget. (last year was roughly $47,000) 

● Fiscal Year 2019 budget $49,045.77 

● $5,843.25 for Textbooks. Purchased 30 copies of “ Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 

Technology.” and 80 online licences to the online resources. 

● $4,260.00 Shop gases, acetylene, nitrogen and refrigerants etc. 

● $800.00 Shop Repairs 

● $21,939.36 HVAC Supplies (elbows, fittings, wires, etc…) 

● $14,000 HVAC Equipment (pliers, furnaces, bigger tools, etc…) 

● $550.00 EPA 608 certifications for grade 11 students ← first time we paid for the kids last 
year. 

● $ 192.00 OSHA 10 training grade 10 

● Added 3200.00 for a storage container. ← purpose is to make up for the loss of the storage 
space. 

 

Requested funds for capital improvement: 

● $11,122.17 converting storage area to shop space with booths. Approved but moved to the 

Maintenance departments budget.  Not a part of the HVAC budget report because of the 

Maintenance shift, but officially a accepted request.  

● $66,457.00 for proposed storage building removed from the budget by the school committee. 

● $2,225.00 stut and hangers for grade 11 and 12 workstations removed from Budget. 

 

Recommendations:  

- Growth of our program warrants the need to increase the size of our facilities.  This program has 

gone from an unfavored shop that kids did not intentionally choose to one where kids are 

choosing it as their first choice. The students today are a different class of student. 

- Recommend to follow through on proposed budget above.  

- Due to delays in carpentry going to the housing project, HVAC has been able to borrow student 

labor to continue the build of the addition. 

 

Motion: Barbara Lagerhan 

2nd Motion: Austin Poirier 

Vote: Motion carries 

 

Agenda Item #7:  Cooperative Education/Industry Trends 

1. In thinking about recent and/or new hires at your company or in your industry, what are the skills 

they are lacking? 

2. What is your biggest challenge when hiring new employees?  

3. What skills are essential for new hires at your company/in your industry? 

4. Have you hired any of our students (coop or recent grads) and if so, what are there strengths and 

what skills/understandings are they lacking? 

5. What should we be doing as teachers to help our students be prepared to be successful at your 



company and/or in our industry?     

Status Report:   

1. Employee Behavior (Soft Skills): (1) Level of professionalism with from the students (2) 

Students need to know how to shake a hand, how to listen, how to behave like a pro, how to 

make proper eye contact, how to keep their hands away from their phones in their pockets. (3) 

Need to know better than to ask “when are we going home?” 

2. No discussion at this time.  

3. Program is covering all essential skills at this time.  

4. Cell phones are a major problem at work. Kids are being fired because of them.  And, it is 

embarrassing at training sessions.  

Studentss need a better concept of what it means to want to do a trade (“show up at 6:30 ready to 

work, don’t just show up”). 

Students need motivation to succeed.  Some of what is provided at work is life experience but 

failure from the student to realize what is necessary to be successful.  Kids need to understand the 

concept of career.  

5. No discussion at this time 

 

Further cooperative discussion: 

Zaker’s report : We currently have 3 seniors on coop and no juniors as the juniors are not eligible 

until the start of 3rd term.  

 

The main challenge in placing students is finding students who are both eligible,  have drivers 

licenses and transportation. 

 

Kids who have been eligible do not drive.   Problem is employers want kids who can drive. 

There have been some co-op positions accessible by bus, but there aren’t many of them.  

 

School offers driver’s ed, but at a cost.  In total, it runs $500. The kids can’t afford the class and 

then the insurance rates for cars here is extremely high too.  As such, a lot of kids wait until they 

are 18 when they do not need driver’s ed.  Lavoie is looking into getting a free Driver’s Ed 

course here.  

Recommendations: 

1. Kevin recommended that we have permission to repair systems around the school. This would 

help students not out on coop gain some valuable knowledge needed for industry. 

 

Agenda Item #8:  Elect Advisory Chair: 

a. The General Advisory Meeting will take place on Tuesday, January 8th at 5pm.  

b. Are there any nominations for the Program Advisory Chair for the 2018-19 school year (take 

nominations)? 

c. All those in favor? 

 

Status Report:  
- Barbra Lagerhan is the Advisor Chair. She will retire from her career in December, so we may 

not get to keep her much longer. Currently, she is on the sheet metal board and keeps us abreast 

of stuff in the industry at the state level.  

 

Recommendations:  

- No new chair since elected next  

 



Motion: No Motion at this time-On going discussion 

  

Agenda Item #9:  Other: Shop information and other discussions 

Status Report:   

(Bob) Suggested to get ahead of the use of propane as a refrigerant.  It comes in 5.5oz. 15oz is coming 

soon.  We need to get ahead of training students with that.  

 

(Austin) Is OSHA30 coming? 

 

(Bob) Do you get Guest Speakers? 

 

Construction Cup: 

- Chris Plourde runs a competition called the Construction Cup. The cup is received 

quarterly.  Computations of grades, discipline, attendance, etc… determine which group 

of 10 - 12 grade shop members win this award.  HVAC tied for a win this past quarter.   

- This is a reflection of more interested students who are more invested in doing better in 

school. 

 

Issues to discuss further: Social media is causing issues with our students.  They have a lot of 

trouble interacting in person.   We can engage in behavioral modification coaching. 

 

Recommendations: 

Propane Topic 

- Kids will require training in various size containers and use as a refrigerant. 

- It will not be permitted yet in hospitals. 

- Propane will be costly, but it is micro-distributed, so will function like a dry cooler and the 

energy levels are super low. 

- Used well in supermarkets who will utilize combined systems to get around minimums. 

 

OSHA30 

- Not coming yet. Thinking of teaching OSHA10 spread out to 1 lesson per day for several weeks 

rather than as a concentrated course. 

 

Guest Speakers 

- We have people on occasion, but it is difficult to arrange because need to arrange for the speakers 

to come twice.  

 

Motion: No Motion at this time-On going discussion. 

 

ADJOURNMENT at 7:30 PM.  (Example) 

Motion: Mrs. Lagergren 

2
ND

:  David 

VOTE:  Unanimous 

 

Next Meeting: Thursday, April 4, 2019 

Respectfully Submitted: Elizabeth Stewart-Miranda 


